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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates generally to a sensor for detecting topographic variations such as a fingerprint, and more particularly to a sensor for detecting topographic changes due to changes in capacitance.

Background of the Invention

[0002] In a fingerprint acquisition system a finger is placed in contact with a flat surface that senses the pattern of ridges and valleys on the finger. Acquisition is often accomplished by optical techniques that provide an electronic image of the fingerprint. For example, the fingerprint may be optically imaged onto a light-sensitive detector such as a charge-coupled device (CCD). Optical techniques have a number of drawbacks, including their relatively high cost, complexity, low image quality, and susceptibility to circumvention by using, for example, a photocopy of a fingerprint. Moreover, the optical system is subject to misalignment and breakage.

[0003] Another type of fingerprint acquisition system is disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 4,353,056. In this system an array of capacitors are formed in a flexible substrate. When a finger comes in contact with the substrate, those capacitors directly under a ridge of the finger will be compressed, altering their capacitance. Those capacitors not under a ridge will not be compressed and hence their capacitances will be substantially unchanged. An image is obtained by measuring the capacitances of the various capacitors in the array. This method has a number of limitations, including its inability to form a quality image because it can only detect the presence or absence of ridges as well as its susceptibility to circumvention by using, for example, a plastic replica of a fingerprint. Additionally, manufacturing may be unduly complex because of the incompatibility between a flexible substrate and conventional integrated circuit fabrication techniques. Moreover, since the system must be flexible it cannot be protected by a resilient inflexible material such as diamond.

Summary of the Invention

[0004] An aspect of the invention provides a sensor for detecting topographic variations on an object, comprising: an array of rigid sensing elements disposed on a substrate and each having a parasitic capacitance; an insulating receiving surface disposed over said array of sensing elements, said receiving surface being adapted to receive the object such that a sensing element and a portion of said object located there above creates a measurable change in capacitance with respect to said parasitic capacitance; and electronic circuitry coupled to said array of sensing elements for measuring a capacitance corresponding to each sensing element in said array, said electronic circuitry comprising an energy source for imparting a first potential on said sensing element, a current source for draining charge from said sensing element at a constant rate for a fixed time after imparting said first potential, and an output signal indicative of relative capacitance value at said sensing elements after said current source has operated on said sensing element.

[0005] Another aspect of the invention provides a method for detecting topographic variations on an object, said method comprising the steps of: receiving the object on an insulating surface disposed over an array of rigid sensing elements, each sensing element having a parasitic capacitance such that each sensing element and a portion of said object located there above creates a measurable change in capacitance with respect to said parasitic capacitance; charging said array of sensing elements to a first potential with an energy source; draining a resultant charge from said array of sensing elements at a constant rate for a fixed time with a current source; after said step of draining, measuring charge remaining at each sensing element in said array; and generating a signal representing said topographic variations as represented by the measured charge at each sensing element in said array.

[0006] Embodiments of the invention thus provide an apparatus and method for detecting topographic variations on an object such as a finger. The apparatus includes an array of sensing elements disposed on a substrate which each have a parasitic capacitance. An insulating receiving surface is disposed over the array of sensing elements and is adapted to receive the object such that a sensing element and a portion of the object located thereabove creates a measurable change in capacitance with respect to the parasitic capacitance. An electronic circuit is coupled to the array of sensing elements for measuring the measurable change in capacitance.

Detailed Description

[0007] FIG. 1 shows a cross-sectional view of the array of sensing elements receiving two fingerprint ridges of a finger in accordance with the present invention.

[0008] FIG. 2 shows an example of circuit that may be employed by the present invention to measure the capacitance of the capacitors formed by the sensing elements and the finger shown in FIG. 1.

[0009] FIG. 1 shows a topological sensor 10 that contains an array of sensing elements 12. The individual sensing elements 12 typically have dimensions smaller than the item under investigation. When used as a fingerprint sensor, the sensing elements should have dimensions that are smaller than the ridges and valleys
of a finger. While the present invention will be described in terms of a fingerprint sensor, one of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that the invention is more generally applicable to the detection of topological variations in objects other than fingerprints. In such cases, the dimensions of the sensing elements should be chosen as appropriate for the selected object or objects. Disposed above the sensing elements is a suitable insulating material such as glass or plastic, for example, which serves as a sensing surface 14.

[0010] FIG. 1 also shows a finger 16 under investigation which is brought in contact with the sensing surface 14. Because the surface of a finger is uneven, certain portions of the finger (ridges 18) will physically contact the sensing surface while other portions (valleys 19) will be spaced apart from the sensing surface 14. Each sensing element 12 forms a capacitor with the portion of the finger located directly thereabove. The sensing elements 12 form one set of electrodes or plates for the capacitors and the ridges and valleys of the finger form the other set of electrodes or plates for the capacitors.

[0011] As is well known, the capacitance C of a capacitor is determined by

\[ C = k(A/d) \]  

(1)

where C is the capacitance, k is the dielectric constant, A is the surface area of the capacitor and d is distance between electrodes. It is also known that a capacitor stores a charge Q determined by

\[ Q = CV \]  

(2)

where Q is the stored charge, and V is the voltage applied across the electrodes.

[0012] From (1) it is clear that the capacitance of a capacitor is proportional to the distance between the electrodes. As such, the capacitance of the array of capacitors formed between the sensing elements and the finger will vary with finger topography. Specifically, the capacitance of a capacitor formed between a sensing element 12 and a valley 19 of the finger will be less than the capacitance of a capacitor formed between a sensing element 12 and a ridge 18 of the finger. Capacitors formed between the sensing elements 12 and regions of the finger intermediate to the ridges and valleys will have capacitances between the limits defined by the ridges and valleys.

[0013] The capacitance information embodied in the array of capacitors is sufficient to represent the topography of the finger under investigation. The capacitances of the array of capacitors may be subsequently transformed into a signal representing, for example, an image to form a visual representation of this topography. In contrast to the system disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 4,353,056, the present invention advantageously does not require a flexible substrate since only one plate of each capacitor is located in the sensor itself.

[0014] One example of a circuit that may be employed to measure the capacitance of the capacitors is shown in FIG. 2. In operation, the finger is placed on the sensing surface 14 and the capacitors are brought to a known potential \( V_i \) by connecting the array of sensing elements to a voltage source 20 via a switch 22. A given capacitor 26 having capacitance C now contains a charge \( q_k = CV_i \). With the finger still in place on the sensing surface 14, the array of sensing elements are disconnected from the voltage source 20 and connected to a current source 24 via switch 22. The connection between the sensing elements 12 and the current source 24 is maintained for a fixed period of time \( t \). The amount of charge drained from a given capacitor is \( q_k = it \), where \( i \) is the current generated by the current source 24. At the end of time period \( t \) the potential of the sensing element 12 can be measured to obtain a value \( V_f \). The capacitance of the given capacitor 26 can now be calculated from the relationship \( q = CV \), where \( q \) is now the charge \( q_k \) drained from the capacitor and \( V \) is the difference between the initial potential \( V_i \) and final potential \( V_f \) of the electrodes. The capacitance of the capacitor 26 is thus given by the expression

\[ C = q_k/(V_f - V_i) \]  

(3)

By measuring the capacitances of the array of capacitors it is possible to calculate from equation (1) the distance \( d \) between each sensing element 12 and the portion of the finger located thereabove. Of course, to obtain an image of the finger topography it is not necessary to actually calculate these distances. Rather, all that is required to obtain an image is the relative magnitude of the capacitances as they are distributed over the sensor array.

[0015] Of course, the sensing elements each have a parasitic capacitance with respect to other elements in the device. To detect the presence of a ridge, for example, the change in capacitance of the sensing element due to the presence of the ridge must be sufficiently large so that it is measurable with respect to the parasitic capacitance. For example, dynamic RAMs store data in small capacitors that typically have a relatively large parasitic capacitance. In comparison, the change in capacitance due to the presence of a ridge would be insignificant relative to the parasitic capacitance and would be virtually unmeasurable. Thus, since the parasitic capacitance of the capacitors in a RAM is substantially larger than the capacitance to be measured, dynamic RAMs would be unsuitable as fingerprint sensors.

[0016] The fingerprint sensor may be fabricated from any appropriate materials known in the art. In some applications it will be advantageous to employ solid state sensors that can contain in a single unit the sensing el-
tems and associated circuitry to read out the value of each sensing element such as, for example, amplifiers, noise reduction circuitry, and analog-to-digital converters. Some examples of suitable integrated circuit devices include devices fabricated by conventional CMOS processing techniques. Such solid state devices are typically covered by a layer of silicon dioxide several microns thick. This layer may serve as the insulating layer that forms the sensing surface 14 located between the sensing elements and the finger under investigation. In some embodiments of the invention it may advantageous to provide a more resilient sensing surface which is better capable of withstanding abrasion due to repeated contacts with fingers. In such cases the silicon dioxide may be covered or replaced by a stronger insulating material such as diamond, for example.

[0017] In one particular embodiment of the invention the sensor is fabricated by a conventional CMOS process and the sensing elements are spaced apart from one another by approximately 50 microns to achieve a resolution of 300-500 dpi. The parasitic capacitance of the sensing elements without the finger in contact with the sensing surface is approximately 180 fF. When the sensing surface receives the finger the capacitance of those sensing elements contacting the finger increases to approximately 350 fF under typical environmental conditions.

[0018] The sensor may be incorporated into a variety of different devices to provide an indication that a person having possession of the device is authorized to use the device. For example, authentication cards such as credit cards, debt cards, smart cards, etc., often require the user to provide a personal identification number (PIN) prior to use. If the card itself is misappropriated, the PIN would not be known to unauthorized users. However, the PIN would be given to and known by a merchant when the card holder initiates a transaction. It is also possible for the PIN to be misappropriated by a person who overhears a transaction or observes the cardholder as the PIN is written or entered via a keyboard or by a vendor to whom the customer gives the PIN to authorize themselves.

[0019] These problems can be overcome by incorporating the fingerprint sensor of the present invention into an authorization card. The card includes circuitry for comparing the acquired fingerprint against those of an authorized user or users, which are stored in a memory incorporated into the card. When the card is presented for use, the user verifies that he or she is an authorized user by placing a finger on the sensor located on the card.

[0020] The fingerprint sensor also may be incorporated into other validation devices that store fingerprints of authorized users. For example, the fingerprint sensor may be incorporated into an automated teller machine (ATM). The user would be required to demonstrate that he or she is an authorized user prior to performing a transaction. The fingerprint sensor also may be incorporated into a validation or authorization device in possession of a merchant at a point of sale, for example.

Claims

1. A sensor for detecting topographic variations on an object, comprising:

an array of rigid sensing elements disposed on a substrate and each having a parasitic capacitance;
an insulating receiving surface (14) disposed over said array of sensing elements, said receiving surface (14) being adapted to receive the object such that a sensing element (12) and a portion of said object located there above creates a measurable change in capacitance with respect to said parasitic capacitance; and
electronic circuitry coupled to said array of sensing elements for measuring a capacitance corresponding to each sensing element (12) in said array, said electronic circuitry comprising an energy source (20) for imparting a first potential on said sensing element (12), a current source (24) for draining charge from said sensing element (12) at a constant rate for a fixed time after imparting said first potential, and an output signal indicative of relative capacitance value at said sensing elements (12) after said current source has operated on said sensing element (12).

2. The sensor of claim 1 wherein sensing elements are configured to detect topographic variations constituting a fingerprint on a finger.

3. The sensor of claim 2 wherein said sensing elements are spaced apart from each other by approximately 50 microns.

4. The sensor of claim 2 wherein said parasitic capacitance is approximately 180 fF.

5. The sensor of claim 1, 2, 3 or 4 wherein said array of sensing elements are of a type fabricated by CMOS technology.

6. The sensor of claim 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5, wherein the sensor is integrated into an authentication card.

7. The sensor of claim 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5, wherein the sensor is integrated into an automatic teller machine.

8. The sensor of claim 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5, wherein the sensor is integrated into an electronic device and used to authenticate a user of the device.
9. A method for detecting topographic variations on an object, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving the object on an insulating surface (14) disposed over an array of rigid sensing elements, each sensing element (12) having a parasitic capacitance such that each sensing element (12) and a portion of said object located there above creates a measurable change in capacitance with respect to said parasitic capacitance;

charging said array of sensing elements to a first potential with an energy source (20);

draining a resultant charge from said array of sensing elements at a constant rate for a fixed time with a current source (24);

after said step of draining, measuring charge remaining at each sensing element (12) in said array; and

generating a signal representing said topographic variations as represented by the measured charge at each sensing element (12) in said array.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the step of generating said signal includes representing said topographical variations includes changes each of said measured charges into a relative charge indicative of a ridge (18) or a valley (19) in the object (16).

11. The method of claim 9 or 10 wherein the step of receiving the object comprises the step of receiving a finger and the step of generating a signal comprises the step of generating a signal representing a fingerprint on said finger.

12. The method of claim 9, 10 or 11, further comprising authenticating the signal representative of the object against a data representative of an authorized object.

Patentansprüche

1. Sensor zum Detektieren von topographischen Variationen auf einem Objekt, welcher aufweist:

   einen Array von starren Sensorelementen, welche auf einem Substrat angeordnet sind und jede eines parasitären Kapazität aufweist;

   eine isolierende Empfangsfläche (14), welche über dem Array von Sensorelementen angeordnet ist, wobei die Empfangsfläche (14) eingerichtet ist, das Objekt zu empfangen, so dass ein Sensorelement (12) und ein Abschnitt des dort darüber angeordneten Objekts, eine messbare Kapazitätsänderung im Bezug auf die parasitäre Kapazität erzeugt; und


2. Sensor gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei Sensorelemente eingerichtet sind, so dass topographische Variationen detektiert werden, welche einen Fingerabdruck auf einem Finger bilden.

3. Sensor gemäß Anspruch 2, wobei die Sensorelemente etwa 50 Mikrometer voneinander entfernt angeordnet sind.

4. Sensor gemäß Anspruch 2, wobei die parasitäre Kapazität ungefähr 180 fF ist.

5. Sensor gemäß Anspruch 1, 2, 3 oder 4, wobei das Array von Sensorelementen von einem mittels CMOS-Technologie hergestellten Typ sind.

6. Sensor gemäß Anspruch 1, 2, 3, 4 oder 5, wobei der Sensor in eine Authentifizierungskarte integriert ist.

7. Sensor gemäß Anspruch 1, 2, 3, 4 oder 5, wobei der Sensor in einem automatischen Bankautomaten integriert ist.

8. Sensor gemäß Anspruch 1, 2, 3, 4 oder 5, wobei der Sensor in eine elektronische Vorrichtung integriert ist und verwendet wird, um einen Benutzer der Vorrichtung zu authentifizieren.

9. Verfahren zum Detektieren von topographischen Variationen auf einem Objekt, welches Verfahren die Schritte aufweist:

   Empfangen des Objektes auf einer isolierenden Oberfläche (14), welche über ein Array von starren Sensorelementen angeordnet ist, wobei jedes Sensorelement eine parasitäre Kapazität aufweist, so dass jedes Sensorelement (12) und ein Abschnitt des dort darüber angeordneten Objekts eine messbare Kapazitätsänderung im Bezug auf die parasitäre Kapazität erzeugt;
Aufladen des Arrays von Sensorelemente auf ein erstes Potential mittels einer Energiequelle (20);
Ableiten einer resultierenden Ladung mit einer konstanten Rate für eine feste Zeit von dem Array von Sensorelementen mittels einer Stromquelle (24);
nach dem Schritt des Ableitens, Messen der an jedem Sensorelement (12) im Array verbleibenden Ladung; und
Erzeugen eines Signals, welches die topographischen Variationen repräsentiert, wie sie mittels der an jedem Sensorelement (12) in dem Array gemessenen Ladung repräsentiert werden.

10. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 9, wobei der Schritt des Erzeugens des Signals Repräsentieren der topographischen Variationen einschließt, Ändern jeder der gemessenen Ladungen in eine für eine Rille (18) oder ein Tal (19) in dem Objekt (16) anzugebende relative Ladung einschließt.


12. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 9, 10 oder 11, ferner aufweisend, Authentifizieren des Signals, welches repräsentativ für ein Objekt ist, gegen ein Datum, welches repräsentativ für ein autorisiertes Objekt ist.

Revendications

1. Capteur pour détecter des variations topographiques sur un objet, comprenant :
un réseau d’éléments de détection rigides disposés sur un substrat, chacun ayant une capacité parasitaire ;
une surface de réception isolante (14) disposée sur ledit réseau d’éléments de détection, ladite surface de réception (14) étant adaptée pour recevoir l’objet de sorte qu’un élément de détection (12) et une partie dudit objet situé dessus créent un changement mesurable de capacité par rapport à ladite capacité parasitaire ; et
un ensemble de circuits électroniques couplé audit réseau d’éléments de détection pour mesurer une capacité correspondant à chaque élément de détection (12) dans ledit ensemble, ledit ensemble de circuits électroniques comprenant une source d’énergie (20) pour impacter un premier potentiel sur ledit élément de détection (12), une source de courant (24) pour débiter une charge depuis ledit élément de détection (12) à un taux constant pendant une période de temps fixe après avoir imparti ledit premier potentiel, et un signal de sortie indicateur de la valeur de capacité relative au niveau des dits éléments de détection (12) après que ladite source de courant a opéré sur ledit élément de détection (12).

2. Capteur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les éléments de détection sont configurés pour détecter des variations topographiques constituant une empreinte digitale sur un doigt.

3. Capteur selon la revendication 2, dans lequel lesdits éléments de détection sont espacés les uns des autres d’environ 50 microns.

4. Capteur selon la revendication 2, dans lequel ladite capacité parasitaire est d’environ 180 IF.

5. Capteur selon la revendication 1, 2, 3 ou 4, dans lequel ledit réseau d’éléments de détection est du type fabriqué au moyen de la technologie CMOS.

6. Capteur selon la revendication 1, 2, 3, 4 ou 5, dans lequel le capteur est intégré dans une carte d’authentification.

7. Capteur selon la revendication 1, 2, 3, 4 ou 5, dans lequel le capteur est intégré dans une caisse automatique.

8. Capteur selon la revendication 1, 2, 3, 4 ou 5, dans lequel le capteur est intégré dans un dispositif électronique et utilisé pour authentifier un utilisateur du dispositif.

9. Procédé pour détecter des variations topographiques sur un objet, ledit procédé comprenant les étapes consistant à :
recevoir l’objet sur une surface isolante (14) disposée sur un réseau d’éléments de détection rigides, chaque élément de détection (12) ayant une capacité parasitaire de sorte que chaque élément de détection (12) et une partie dudit objet situé dessus créent un changement mesurable de capacité par rapport à ladite capacité parasitaire ;
charger ledit réseau d’éléments de détection à un premier potentiel avec une source d’énergie (20) ;
débiter une charge résultante depuis ledit réseau d’éléments de détection à un taux constant pendant une période de temps fixe avec
une source de courant (24); après ladite étape de débit, mesurer la charge restante au niveau de chaque élément de détection (12) dans ledit réseau ; et générer un signal représentant lesdites variations topographiques telles que représentées par la charge mesurée au niveau de chaque élément de détection (12) dans ledit réseau.

10. Procédé selon la revendication 9, dans lequel l'étape de génération dudit signal comprend le fait de représenter lesdites variations topographiques comprenant le changement de chacune desdites charges mesurées en une charge relative indicatrice d'une crête (18) ou d'une vallée (19) dans l'objet (16).

11. Procédé selon la revendication 9 ou la revendication 10, dans lequel l'étape de réception de l'objet comprend l'étape consistant à recevoir un doigt et l'étape consistant à générer un signal comprenant l'étape de génération d'un signal représentant une empreinte digitale sur ledit doigt.

12. Procédé selon la revendication 9, 10 ou 11, comprenant en outre l'authentification du signal représentatif de l'objet par rapport à une donnée représentative d'un objet autorisé.